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Summary

An increase in the dynamic level of a brass instrument from forte to fortissimo

generally brings about a change in timbre to a much brighter sound, often described

as ‘brassy’. This phenomenon is due to non-linear wave propagation along the bore

of the instrument, which generates significant spectral enrichment in the higher

harmonics. The dynamic level at which this change occurs is not always clearly

defined and some brass players have found that, by employing slight changes in

embouchure, they have a degree of control over the level of brassiness at a constant

dynamic. Experimental data from playing tests are presented, showing that players

employing this technique are able to modify the gradient of the input pressure wave

front as it is formed in the mouthpiece. Numerical simulations based on weakly non-

linear shock theory, with experimental data from brassy and non-brassy mouthpiece

measurements as the input boundary conditions, confirm the assumption that the

increase in spectral enrichment is primarily a consequence of enhancement of non-

linear wave steepening resulting from a change in shape of the waveform in the

mouthpiece.

1 Introduction

One of the most striking characteristics of brass instruments is their wide dynamic range
and the change in timbre that occurs from quiet to loud playing. At the loudest dynamic
levels the tone of the instrument becomes typically brassy or cuivré. This is as a direct
result of non-linear propagation of the pressure wave as it travels along the cylindrical
sections of the bore of the instrument [1], causing the higher frequency components of
the sound to be strongly excited and thus generating a bright and brilliant timbre. This
style of playing is achieved most easily at the highest dynamic levels where non-linear
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propagation dominates. However, non-linear propagation of the wave front is not confined
to the extremes of loud playing. It has also been observed to some extent at intermediate
dynamic levels. Interestingly, brass players often talk about playing with or without a
brassy ‘edge’ to the sound, but in reality the transition between a non-brassy and brassy
timbre is not well defined [2].

The dominant factor influencing the timbre of the note is the bore profile [3]. However,
mouthpiece dimensions [4], and construction material of the instrument [5][6] have also
been cited as affecting the timbre. The issue of player control of brassiness through
embouchure manipulation, the focus of this paper, is an area which has received little
attention. Whereas the physical changes to the instrument can be measured in a relatively
objective manner, the very nature and complexity of a player’s lips and vocal tract make
systematic measurement and analysis of variation in playing technique more difficult.

It is interesting to observe that player control of brassiness is much more easily achieved
in brass instruments than in woodwind instruments. This is because brass instruments
are generally more receptive to embouchure control than those in the woodwind family
since properties of the reed (predominantly its stiffness) in an instrument such as the
clarinet or oboe, are more or less fixed, whereas the brass player has a greater degree
of control over the lips by changing the tension in the lip muscles, and the pressure and
angle of the mouthpiece [7].

In Section 2 of this paper we present a summary of the underlying physical principles
which determine the onset of non-linear propagation in brass instruments, and point to
some of the possibilities that may be available to the player to control the spectral content
of the sound. Section 3 documents an experimental procedure for assessing player control
of the onset of brassiness in a french horn, and examines the results from playing tests.
A numerical model of the instrument used for these experiments is described in Section
4, and the output from this is used to show the separate contributions of linear and
non-linear propagation to the spectral content of the radiated sound.

2 Brightness and brassiness: theoretical background

2.1 Factors affecting spectral enrichment

An elementary physical model capable of explaining the generation of sound by a brass
instrument is illustrated in Figure 1. The lips of the player are represented as a valve
modulating the flow of air from the player’s lungs into the instrument. For a suitable
choice of parameters the system behaves as a positive feedback loop, generating a self-
sustaining oscillation [8]. The volume flow rate qin through the valve is related to the
acoustic pressure pin in the mouthpiece of the instrument by a non-linear equation (Eq.
1) of the form:

qin(t) = S(t)

√

2(PM − pin(t))

ρ
(1)
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where S(t) is the area of the opening between the lips, PM is the pressure in the
player’s mouth, and ρ is the density of air. The non-linear nature of Equation 1 has the
important consequence that even if the players lips were to open and close sinusoidally,
the air flow into the mouthpiece would have a non-sinusoidal waveform. The generation
of upper harmonics is an inherent feature of the flow control valve, and the richness of the
harmonic spectrum in the mouthpiece waveform increases with the pressure amplitude.

In fact, S(t) does not normally have a strictly sinusoidal waveform. Studies of lip mo-
tion in brass players using transparent mouthpieces have also shown that the relationship
between the opening height of the lips and the open area is typically non-linear, and it
has been demonstrated that this non-linearity can contribute significantly to the spectral
enrichment of the resulting sound [9].

A further factor which makes a significant contribution to the brightness of timbre in
brass instruments is the high-pass filter effect of radiation from the bell of the instrument.
A harmonic component at a low frequency ω can be considered as being radiated by
a monopole source whose strength Qout is proportional to the pressure amplitude of the
standing wave at frequency ω in the resonator. The resulting radiation far field is described
by

prad =
jωQoutρ0

4πr
exp j(ωt− kr), (2)

where k is the wave number, and it is assumed that 1/k is much larger than the bell
radius. The dependence of the amplitude on ω implies a 6 dB/octave treble boost in
the transfer function from internal to radiated pressure. Above the bell cutoff frequency,
which is typically around 1.5 kHz for a trumpet, the transfer function is close to unity
and independent of frequency [10].

The model described so far includes a localised non-linear element in the flow control
valve, but assumes that the behaviour of the sound waves in the resonating air column
and in the radiation field can be described using linear acoustics. However, this model
is incapable of explaining the dramatic increase in the relative amplitudes of the upper
harmonics which occurs in very loud playing. This is due to non-linear propagation of
the sound waves travelling from the mouthpiece to the bell. For fortissimo playing the
pressure amplitude in the mouthpiece of a brass instrument can be of the order of 10 kPa;
the linear acoustic assumption of constant sound propagation velocity is then inadequate.
For the weakly non-linear case, the propagation speed c is given by [11]

c = co +
(

γ + 1

2

)

v. (3)

where co is the propagation speed in the linear approximation, γ is the ratio of specific
heats and v is the acoustic particle velocity. The implication of Equation 3 is that, for
the part of the acoustic cycle in which v is positive, the speed of propagation increases
with amplitude. This can lead to the higher parts of the wave catching up with the lower
parts, steepening the rising wavefront, and eventually giving rise to a shock wave.
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For a cylindrical pipe, the distance xs which the wave travels before the shock wave
is fully developed is given by the expression

xs =
2γPatco

(γ + 1)(dpin/dt)max

(4)

where Pat is atmospheric pressure. The distance to shock formation thus depends
inversely on the maximum value of the rate of change of the input pressure.

A brass instrument like a trombone has a substantial cylindrical section and then a
section where the bore expands towards the bell. In the expanding section the rate of
steepening of the travelling wave is diminished because the sound energy is distributed
over an increasingly large cross-section, thereby reducing the acoustic velocity. This effect
can be taken into account by introducing the coordinate stretching function z(L):

z(L) =
∫

L

0

D(0)

D(y)
dy, (5)

where D(0) is the diameter at the input, D(y) is the diameter at a distance y along
the axis of the tube, and L is the overall length of the instrument. z(L) is the length of
the cylindrical tube of diameter D(0) which has the same degree of non-linear steepening
as the instrument in question.

2.2 Player control of timbral enrichment

The question addressed in this paper is the extent to which a brass player can control
the degree of spectral enrichment due to non-linear propagation, without significantly
changing the amplitude of the sound. One option is to increase the length of the instru-
ment tube: on a trombone, for example, the note F3 can be played with the slide in
first position (fully retracted) or 6th position (almost fully extended). In the second case,
the longer propagation length allows the non-linear steepening to develop further, and in
addition the increased proportion of cylindrical tubing reduces the co-ordinate stretching
function. The note can therefore be played with a more brassy timbre in sixth position
than in first position at a given dynamic level.

Some players claim to be able to exercise this type of timbral variation without altering
the tube length. The widely respected horn player and teacher Philip Farkas, for example,
suggests that a brassy tone can be achieved by adopting a more ‘smiling’ embouchure
rather than a ‘whistling’ one for less brassy playing [12]. Inspection of equation 4 shows
that timbral change such as this could be achieved if the player were able to modify the
mouthpiece waveform so as to increase the steepness of the rising edge, without altering
its amplitude. The experiments and simulations described in the following sections were
designed to test the hypothesis that this is indeed the mechanism used by players.

It is important to recognise that a modification of the mouthpiece waveform could
well have a direct effect on the timbre of the radiated sound without taking non-linear
propagation into effect. If the rising edge of the pressure waveform is steepened, it is likely
that the mouthpiece spectrum will have an increased proportion of upper harmonics; the
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linear pressure transfer function will accentuate this effect through the treble boost implied
by Equation 2. It was therefore necessary to design the experiments and simulations to
be able to separate the linear and non-linear contributions to the spectral enrichment.

It is worth noting however that the non-linear steepening depends on the form of the
time domain signal in the mouthpiece rather than the mouthpiece frequency spectrum.
The two pressure waveforms illustrated in Figure 2 have the same frequency spectra, but
the upper wave would develop into a shock wave in a much shorter propagation distance
than the lower wave.

3 Experimental procedure and results

The experimental set-up for examining the relationship between sound pressure in the
mouthpiece and that of the radiated sound from the bell of the instrument is shown
in Figure 3. The pressure in the mouthpiece of the instrument was measured using a
106B PCB Piezotronics dynamic pressure transducer. A commercially available horn
mouthpiece, a Paxman-Halstead-Chidell (PHC 22), was modified to accommodate the
PCB microphone into the backbore of the mouthpiece as shown in Figure 4. The radiated
sound from the bell of the instrument was measured using a Bruël and Kjær 4192 pressure-
field microphone, located one bell diameter from the plane of the bell of the instrument.
The signals from both transducers were sampled at 44.1 kHz.

A total of six professional and skilled amateur horn players were asked to provide
playing samples. The instrument used for the tests was a Meinl & Lauber/Paxman
‘baroque’ horn modelled after an 18th-century instrument by Huschauer, Vienna c.1770.
The instrument was crooked in D with a tube length corresponding to a nominal pitch
of D1 (approx. 4.4 m). The players were also invited to use their own instruments if
they wished. However, the Meinl & Lauber/Paxman was judged to be most amenable to
player control of brassiness, and the results presented are from this instrument.

The players were given a familiarisation period with the instrument before recording
the test data. For the tests, the players could either sound pairs of notes, approximately
1–2 seconds each in duration, both at the same dynamic level, but one brassy and the
other non-brassy; or the player could sound a single note (2 or more seconds in duration)
at constant dynamic level, and change the timbre of the note as it was played. The pitch
D3 was chosen as the reference for the experiments. This is a mid-range note for the horn
in D and was found to be a comfortable pitch for players to manipulate the timbre using
only the embouchure. Tests were performed with the hand supporting the bell of the
instrument as is usual practice and most comfortable for horn players, and also without
the hand in the bell.

To assist the players with keeping the sound at constant pitch and dynamic level they
were provided with a sound-level meter (set to A-weighting) and a digital tuner. The
dynamic level at which the players found that the timbre could most easily be controlled
was, in musical terms, forte, but not fortissimo. This varied marginally from player to
player but was normally in the range 96–100 dB with the sound level meter positioned
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one metre in front of the player as shown in Figure 3. For the results presented here,
players were able to maintain the sound pressure level to within ±1 dB of their chosen
target. Some players also found it useful to watch the pressure signals, sampled in the
mouthpiece and at the bell, on an oscilloscope whilst playing.

3.1 Results

Figure 5 shows examples of the frequency spectra of the radiated sound for brassy and
non-brassy tones, played at the same dynamic level. The increase in strength of the
higher frequency harmonics in the brassy tone compared with that of the non-brassy tone
can clearly be seen. It should be noted that although the difference in timbre between
the displayed brassy and non-brassy tones is significant and could easily be heard by the
listener, these are by no means examples of the extremes of brassy and non-brassy playing.
These extremes occur at the very quietest and loudest dynamic levels where embouchure
manipulation plays a much less significant role than intensity level in determining spectral
content.

Figure 6 shows the peak values of the frequency spectra for brassy and non-brassy
pressures measured at the bell of the instrument and the corresponding pressure measured
in the mouthpiece. Close inspection of this data shows that for frequencies above about 3.5
kHz the difference in spectral content of the mouthpiece pressure between brassy and non-
brassy measurements is negligible. In contrast to this, the difference in spectral content
of the radiated sound at higher frequencies is large, confirming that spectral enrichment
is not simply occurring in the mouthpiece.

This difference is highlighted further in Figure 7 which shows the change in the magni-
tude of peak values between radiated non-brassy and brassy sound pressure levels; and the
change in magnitude between the input (mouthpiece) pressures levels for non-brassy and
brassy playing, ie the gain in going from non-brassy to brassy. Peak values are averaged
over 1 kHz bins. This graph shows that even at approximately the same dynamic level,
large differences in spectral content can clearly be seen where the two curves diverge. For
example, in the range 6 to 7 kHz the pressure level in the mouthpiece decreased by 1 dB
in the transition from non-brassy to brassy, but increased in the radiated sound by more
than 16 dB. This would suggest that for a particular instrument, non-linearity is to some
extent dependent not only on the intensity of the sound produced, but also on the way
in which the player is able to control and alter the input waveform.

Figures 8 and 9 show the pressure waveforms recorded in the mouthpiece for a non-
brassy and a brassy tone of pitch D3. Although the pressures measured in the mouthpiece
(Figs. 8(a) and 9(a)) appear broadly similar, on close inspection it can be seen that the
rising edge of the wave is steeper for the brassy tone than for the non-brassy tone. The
rate of change of pressure in the mouthpiece, dPin/dt, is also shown in both cases. For
the mouthpiece signal which produces a non-brassy tone, the gradient of the wavefront is
shown to be slightly more than 10 MPa/s, while that for the brassy tone displays a gradient
of more than 15 MPa/s. Thus the ‘brassy’ mouthpiece wavefront is approximately 50%
steeper than that of the ‘non-brassy’ signal.
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4 Discussion and comparison with simulated results

The experimental results presented in Section 3 show that when a player manipulates the
tone of the horn by embouchure control in order to make the sound brassier, a steepening
of the rising edge of the mouthpiece pressure waveform occurs. This change in shape of
the waveform is not a result of a change in dynamic level or pitch, as these parameters
have been kept constant. Reference to Equation 4 shows that an increase of 50% in the
value of (dpin/dt)max will lead to a reduction by the same factor in the distance to shock
formation xs. Even if a shock wave does not fully develop in the length of the instrument,
the rate of wave steepening, and therefore of spectral enrichment, will be substantially
increased.

Wave steepening such as this occurs more readily in instruments which have a sig-
nificantly long section of narrow cylindrical tubing, which is the reason that trumpets
and trombones generally sound brassier than euphoniums and bugles [3]. The latter two
instruments have a greater proportion of flaring or conical tubing and this causes any
build up of pressure from the preceding cylindrical section to dissipate more rapidly as
the diameter of the bore increases.

The findings from these experimental results can be assessed further by exploiting a
numerical simulation tool which is able take into account the non-linear propagation phe-
nomenon in non-uniform ducts such as brass instruments by solution of the generalised
Burgers’ equations [9]. Using this model, the relative contribution of the non-linear prop-
agation effects in the radiated sound can be estimated separately from the linear effects
by carrying out simulations with and without the inclusion of the nonlinear term in the
generalised Burgers’ equations. It should be emphasised that this excerise is carried out
purely to illustrate the significance of the nonlinear contribution, which is always present
in high level propagation in the real world.

The frequency model simulation method is based on previous publications dedicated
to uniform ducts and clarinet-like instruments [13, 14], and has been adapted here to
apply to non-uniform ducts and brass instruments. The simulation can be summarized
as follows: postulating the pressure spectrum Pin at the input end, a radiated impedance
boundary condition at the output end (from Causse et al [15]), and the bore geometry of
the instrument, the pressure and velocity acoustic fields are first calculated everywhere
inside the bore using the weakly non-linear approximation. Indeed, the interaction be-
tween the simple waves propagating in each direction is supposed to negligible, as in the
linear approximation. The numerical solution to these equations, and details of the nu-
merical harmonic balance convergence methods, are detailed in [13]. The volume velocity
spectrum Qout at the output end of the instrument is estimated by multiplying the output
area by the output acoustic velocity spectrum. By using the low frequency approximation
for a monopole having a volume strength equal to Qout, a radiated pressure spectrum and
its spectral centroid are estimated at a distance r from the open end of the pipe from
Equation 2.

Simulations were performed using the bore geometry for the Meinl & Lauber/Paxman
horn described in Section 3, tuned to a nominal pitch D1 (horn length of approximately 4.4
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m). Two pressure spectra, Pin, at the input end are used as input data for the simulations.
These are taken directly from experimental data collected in the side of the mouthpiece
backbore during playing tests, as described above: one corresponding to a waveform which
produces a brassy tone, the other a waveform which produces a non-brassy tone. The
original input data can be seen in Figure 6, and the results of the simulations can be seen
in Figure 10.

For each input data set the model was run twice: first, taking into account the non-
linear propagation effects; and second, without taking into account the non-linear effects,
shown in Figure 10(a). In the first case, the displayed results exhibit a clear offset in the
high frequency part of the spectral envelopes between the brassy and non-brassy tones.
This offset is qualitatively comparable to that of the measured data shown in Figure 6.
This offset is clearly a consequence of the non-linear propagation and not simply due
to the small differences in mouthpiece spectra. Indeed, if the non-linear propagation is
not taken into account in the simulations, then the offset disappears and the calculated
radiated spectral envelopes are more or less the same even at high frequencies as shown
in Figure 10(a).

The pressure transfer function between the radiated and the input pressures in the
simulations are shown in Figure 11. It is known that differences in amplitude between
the radiated spectral components and corresponding components in the mouthpiece are
not constant over all dynamic levels due to increasing non-linearity as the sound intensity
increases [16]. However, Figure 11 shows that even at constant dynamic levels, for different
input waveforms (specifically having different dPin/dt of the wave front), large differences
in amplitude can clearly be seen where the two curves diverge. The ‘linear limit’ can also
be seen in Figure 11 showing the typical high-pass filter effect of radiation.

A second simulation was performed (with and without taking into account the non-
linear propagation effects) in order to simulate pianissimo playing; the results are shown
in Figure 10(b). The input data for this are synthesized from the same two measured
mouthpiece pressure spectra, Pin, from the previous simulation, globally decreased by 20
dB. Figure 10(b) shows that at this quiet dynamic there is now little or no difference in the
high frequency part of the spectral envelopes between the brassy and non-brassy tones.
This is not surprising since we know that at pianissimo levels, non-linear propagation is
not significant.

5 Conclusion

The six horn players studied demonstrated a wide range of ability to modify the timbre of a
note while maintaining a constant dynamic level. The player whose results were discussed
in Section 3 was most consistently able to add or subtract a brassy edge to the sound of a
mid-range note played at a constant forte dynamic level. Study of the mouthpiece pressure
waveforms for brassy and non-brassy tones showed that the modification of embouchure
used by this player in passing from non-brassy to brassy timbre resulted in a delayed onset
and resulting steepening of the rising edge of the waveform. The playing technique thus
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exploited the dependence of the non-linear wave steepening on the maximum mouthpiece
pressure gradient in order to control the brightness of the sound at constant dynamic
level.

Simulations carried out using weak non-linear shock theory and the harmonic bal-
ance technique confirmed that, although the frequency dependence of the linear transfer
function from internal to radiated pressure did contribute significantly to the change in
timbre, the major factor in the spectral enrichment was non-linear propagation and wave
steepening.

Although some players have observed that it is possible to control onset of brassiness
through embouchure manipulation, the exact mechanism used by the player to modify the
mouthpiece pressure waveform has not yet been identified. It is likely that manipulation
of the embouchure, including a combination of changes to the mechanical parameters
of the lip valve and adjustments to the acoustical parameters of the mouth cavity are
involved. Studies using a transparent mouthpiece and a high speed digital camera may
help to explain how some brass instrument players are able to exercise this subtle but
musically important form of timbral variation.
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propagation effects even when the spectral content of the input wave is unchanged: (a) a
high value of dPin/dt will induce large non-linear effects, (b) a low value of dPin/dt will
reduce non-linear effects.
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Figure 5: Frequency spectra of the radiated sound measured at one bell diameter from
the bell exit for the note D3, for a non-brassy tone (a), and a brassy tone (b). Both tests
were played at nominally the same dynamic level.
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